Experiments have shown that viewers only regard certain informative regions within a presented image. Furthermore, it has been shown that these regions of interest contain low level feature differences that influence the fixation time of the viewer. In this paper we present a novel fuzzy logic model of visual attention which seeks to compute the relative visual importance of regions in an image based upon these spatial feature differences. We also demonstrate some of the possible savings to be had in applying the visual importance model to the modulation of super-sampling in a ray-traced image. We expect this approach to have applications in the entertainment industry where image fidelity may be sacrificed for efficiency purposes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial feature detectors in the human visual system are believed to interact in an earlypreattentive stage, causing regions of the viewing field to attract the attention of a viewer [ 11.
In a previous paper [2] we described a conceptual framework for the development of a novel feature-based scene decomposition system. This was based on the observation that there is a lack of a complete feature hierarchy for preattentive visual features [I] . Furthermore, we described preliminary psychophysical experiments performed during the design of the system [2] . We now extend this work into a more complete model of visual attention.
Our main goal for this model is its use in efficient adaptive rendering techniques in 3D computer graphics, in particular, the rendering technique known as ray-tracing. We believe that the application of a region-based visual attention model will allow rendering systems to judiciously apply resources to the regions being regarded by the viewer.
Most present adaptive image synthesis systems use imagespace attributes to adaptively change the number of rays cast per pixel, mostly using statistical schemes [3] . One author has applied a multi-resolution visual attention model to the task of controlling caching and ray-tracing parameters in radiosity [4] . However, no region-based approaches have been used to determine the visual importance of image-space regions for image synthesis.
Preattentive feature-based models have been applied successfully to image processing, in particular, to the areas of active vision systems [5] . Other systems exist in the area of image compression that apply a visual importance model to a region segmentation using either a crisp computational model [6] or a fuzzy system [7] . These systems then heavily compress the less visually important regions of an image.
In our system, we seek to fuzzify difference thresholds, which are the basis for psychophysical models of visual attention [l] .
Secondly, we seek to have a more complete model of feature integration based upon global image effects [8] , including using the novel idea of contour densities to quantify the effect of high frequency information [9] . Lastly, we apply this region-based visual attention model in a novel manner to efficient image synthesis.
An adaptive image synthesis approach, incorporating a fuzzy visual attention model, facilitates image synthesis efficiency by applying the highest level of detail to the most perceptually salient regions of the scene. This visual feature model should have applications in other areas needing a region-based visual attention model.
Extending and applying previous work into new areas, we present in this paper the design, implementation and evaluation of a system that controls the sampling rate of a progressive raytracing system. The system allocates relative visual importance values to the regions using a fuzzy logic visual feature model. We describe the conceptual framework for the fuzzy system, and the design of the parameters used in the system. The membership functions and implication scheme for the importance model are detailed, followed by the integration of the fuzzy importance module into an adaptive rendering system. The paper then concludes with a description of future work to further extend the model and its applications.
D. SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The decomposition system is constructed from three major modules: a sample generator, a quadtree image subdivision and a h z y logic visual importance module, see Fig. 1 . overcome aliasing effects, a ray-tracing image synthesis system will sample a given area at a rate high enough to prevent jagged edges appearing in the image. We believe that this sampling rate can be reduced in areas that are not noticed by a viewer.
The sample generator recursively segments an image into quadrants based upon the visual importance of a region gained from a fuzzy logic contour importance model, storing this information in a quadtree subdivision.
The quadtree representation is adaptive in nature, with the segmentation reflecting the objects contained within the scene.
Theoretically, the basis for this work is drawn from the principle that the visual saliency of a region is modelled by the mean feature value difference between a segmented region and its local neighborhood. In addition, it has been shown that global scene feature inability enhances or suppresses the previously mentioned sali cy [8] . That is, the visual salience of the target is influenced b 'he surrounding noise. These global effects are modelled using the mean value of the feature differences across the entire scene.
Once the scene has been refined to an acceptable level, the image needs to be super sampled in order to provide the final high quality image. At this stage, a region-based visual attention model is applied to guide the super-sampling of each pixel. The fuzzy logic model assesses the visual importance of the image regions, integrating both local and global scene statistics. The model calculates the importance of these visual regions, which then biases the error tolerance parameter for any stop condition on the image refinement.
III. Fuzzy MODEL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
A multi-resolution model of visual attention have been proposed and implemented Adaptive membership functions have been developed to model global feature influences. This has been implemented by passing the mean of the background feature differences to the system as a membership function shape parameter, so that the fuzzy threshold is dependent on the background variation in the image. This can be illustrated by two extreme cases. Scenes with low values of background activity within the image have the threshold as being the just noticeable dzflerence values ascertained for simple single stimuli (around one percent contrast for a grey level edge on a constant background [ 121). The other extreme is the case of a highly variant background, for example, a checkerboard. In this case, even the highest possible local contrast will not allow the region to become conspicuous, and so the mean difference value %a, forces the threshold to the far right of the domain.
This threshold function models the sigmoidal effects analysed by Nothdurft These general threshold design principles have been implemented in a number of the membership functions for features that rely upon differences to attract the attention of the viewer: hue, size, and contour concentration. We present these in a summary form, due to their similarity to the luminance feature membership function.
Hue difference is modelled on the hue angle difference of the region and its surrounds. This is based on the assumption of the region being visually salient due to it being a different hue category to its surroundings. Size difference is modelled by the difference between the ratio of the image taken by the region, and the average ratio taken by its surroundings. Contour concentration is modelled in a similar manner, using the DCM information for the region. A contour analysis approach called the Direcfional Coherence Map (DCM) [ 101 has been utilised to ascertain the contour strength, number and curvature estimates for the fuzzy logic importance system to use in its calculations.
Other features, such as location and backgroundforeground, have been found to influence viewer eye movements. These features do not require a threshold parameter to allow for global effects, as they are inherently absolute in nature. Fig. 3 illustrates the general design of these functions with three terms fuzzified over the domain of the variable.
The location feature is the spatial distance from the centroid of the image, with fuzzified terms Centre, Paracentre and Periphery. Foregroundbackground segregation is modelled using the proportion of region segments that are on the border of an image. If the proportion is High, then the region will be considered to be a part of the background of the image. These fuzzy membership functions are then used in the implication process to ascertain the visual importance of regions.
Region Model Implication Methodology
The following is an example list of some rules that constitute the fuzzy inference system for the region-based visual importance: The implication method uses a min operator. A bounded sum multiple aggregation method is used [13] . The use of multiple aggregation enables the modelling of the importance as being an additive contribution of activation in a number of feature dimensions. Along with the multiple aggregation method, a set of weights has been implemented for each of the rules. For now these weights are equal, except for the foregroundbackground feature, which has been made 2.5 times the others, to enhance foregroundbackground differentiation. Finally, the weighted fuzzy mean defuzzification method is used to obtain a crisp importance value.
The region importance is stored in a region importance map, as indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 . Values inside the region importance map are normalised to [O.O, 1.01 for use by the adaptive rendering system, in order to bias its sampling regime.
w. IN-IEGRATION OF IMFQRTANCE MODELS INTO AN ADAPTIVE &NLlERER
The process of image synthesis can be generalised as a sampling problem. These samples take the form of pixels. Essentially, the image synthesis problem is one of making enough samples to correctly colour a pixel so that it represents a synthetic scene to the highest level of accuracy. One method of rendering is ray-tracing. This method simulates the process of light rays hitting the eye, in reverse. A ray (vector) is cast from a viewing position, through the location of a pixel in an image, into the synthetic scene. If this ray intersects a visible object, then the pixel the ray has passed through is coloured according to a formula linking the material properties of the object and a synthetic lighting model for the scene. Complex scenes incur a high computational cost when taking these samples, and so a major area of research in image synthesis is sample reduction. From this we derive two major points that need to be traded off in image synthesis, efficiency and fidelity. We present our work as a method of facilitating image synthesis efficiency by giving away some fidelity. This fidelity loss is ameliorated by the use of visual importance mapping to control where the degradation will occur.
We have incorporated the described visual importance model into a ray-tracing system. The sample generator stores its results in a quadtree, representing how spatially refined the image is at any point in time. The fuzzy importance system refers to this quadtree to ascertain the visual importance of a segment of the image, thus controlling the number of samples generated in that region. The segmentation is refined until the quadtree is refined to the level of a pixel. At this point, the pixels are super-sampled in order to produce the final high quality image.
The region-based visual attention model has been implemented in the ray-tracing system, to control the super-sampling of pixels. Super-sampling occurs by subdividing a pixel into segments and fuing a ray at each vertex of the subdivision. This method removes some of the aliasing effects produced by discretely sampling the geometric model comprising the scene. We have implemented a perceptual super-sampling scheme for comparison, with or without a region importance bias. The perceptual super-sampling method used is one developed by Neumann[l4] . We show in Fig. 4 a comparison of images generated using this method, and also the relative difference images between a work image and the importance biased images.
As well, we have a table showing the number of samples needed to render the images. Times are shown relative to the perceptual work image execution time. We also quantify the error between the work images and the degraded images using LI and norm ratios derived from the norm of the error image divided by the norm of the work image [ IO] . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described a novel fuzzy logic model of region-based visual attention. We have discussed its threshold approach and inclusion of contour concentrations as a measure of importance. We have then shown some examples of its application to image synthesis using ray-tracing, highlighting the savings in samples and the minimisation of the perceptual image distortion.
This adaptive rendering system is expected to be useful in applications in entertainment, where fidelity may be compromised for efficiency if the overall impression of the scene is not compromised.
Further work may be carried out in a number of areas. The system could be improved by the inclusion of empirically derived weights from eye tracking experiments, for the different feature dimensions. The membership functions could be modified to incorporate more low-level perceptual factors, such as contrast sensitivity and the use of perceptually uniform colour spaces. We also plan to extend this model to incorporate motion importance, and apply it to relevant aspects of computer animation.
